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Confessor HarperCollins
Spells and prophecies sew
havoc in the fight for
humankind in the 4th novel of
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the #1 New York Times
bestselling author’s epic
fantasy series. Having taken his
rightful place as Lord Rahl,
ruler of D’Hara, Richard
must once again postpone his
wedding to Kahlan Amnell in
order to face the fearsome
Imperial Order in a fight for
the New World and the
freedom of humankind. But
while Richard has the brave
people of D’Hara at his
command, Emperor Jagang of
the Imperial Order has a
significant advantage: he
doesn’t fight fair. Jagang
invokes a prophecy that binds
Richard and Kahlan to a fate of

pain, betrayal, and a path to the
Underworld. At Jagang’s
behest, a Sister of the Dark
gains access into the fabled
Temple of the Winds and
unleashes a plague that sweeps
across the lands like a firestorm.
To stop the plague, Richard
and Kahlan must risk
everything they have—and
everything they’ve hoped for.
The Raven RosettaBooks
The Seeker of Truth takes his
rightful place as the new ruler of
D’Hara in the 3rd novel of the #1
New York Timesbestselling
author’s epic fantasy series. After
escaping from the Palace of
Prophets, Richard comes to terms
with his true identity as a War

Wizard. But when he brings down
the barrier between the Old and
New Worlds, the Imperial Order
suddenly poses a threat to the the
freedom of all humankind. As the
Imperial Order sends delegations
and armies into the New World,
Richard’s only chance to stop the
invasion is to claim his heritage as
the new Lord Rahl and ruler of
D’Hara. But convincing the
D’Harans of his legitimacy won’t
be easy. Meanwhile, a powerful
enemy is on the trail of Richard’s
love, Kahlan Amnell. And when
the spell Richard cast to protect
her is broken, he must martial his
newfound authority—and the
armies that come with it—to save
her life.
An Exact Exposition of the
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Orthodox Faith Doubleday
Canada
The #1 New York Times
bestselling author delivers a
stunningly original thriller in
this powerful page-turner.
Trouble will find you They
watch you through mirrors…
“Your mother was twenty-
seven when it came to her.
Now you’re twenty-seven, and
it’s come to you.” The skin of
Alex’s arms tingled with
goose bumps. By her twenty-
seventh birthday insanity had
come to his mother…. Turning
twenty-seven may be terrifying
for some, but for Alex, a
struggling artist living in the
mid-western United States, it
is cataclysmic. Inheriting a

huge expanse of land should
have made him a rich and
happy man; but something
about this birthday, his name,
and the beautiful woman
whose life he just saved, has
suddenly made him — and
everyone he loves — into a
target. A target for extreme and
uncompromising violence…
Where do you turn when your
own reflection spells doom? In
Alex, Terry Goodkind brings to
life a modern hero in a whole
new kind of high-octane thriller.
Kill 6 Billion Demons Tor
Books
Mayhem runs rampant as battle
lines are drawn between rival
lands in the 5nd novel of the #1

New York Timesbestselling
author’s epic fantasy series.
Richard Rahl has finally married
his true love, Kahlan, and are
enjoying their wedding night in
the Village of the Mud People.
But their newlywed bliss is cut
short as unexplainable deaths
begin to occur. Richard realizes
that when Kahlan called forth the
Chimes in order to save him,
they remained free—and now
they’re causing havoc.
Richard’s mentor Zedd sends
him and Kahlan off to the
Wizard’s Keep in Aydindril to
retrieve a magic spell that will
stop the threat. But they are soon
sidetracked by the people of
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Anderith, who wield a powerful
weapon known as the Dominie
Dirtch. The leadership of
Anderith is making a bid to align
with the evil Imperial Order.
And as Richard tries to persuade
them to change their minds, the
Chimes continue their
dangerous mischief.
Soul of the Fire
Macmillan
"Severed Souls -- A
sweeping new novel of
Richard Rahl, Kahlan
Amnell, and their
world from New York
Times Bestselling
author, Terry
Goodkind"--

Shadow & Flame

Macmillan
Richard struggles
to find his missing
wife Kahlan in
spite of the
bizarre fact that
no one else seems
to believe she
actually exists or
that he is married
to her.
Blood of the Fold
Harlequin
“[Wilson] will dazzle
readers.” —Chicago
Tribune The
incomparable C.L.
Wilson brings her

phenomenal Tairen
Soul novels to Avon
Books! King of Sword
and Sky is the third
book in the epic
romantic adventure
that combines
sweeping fantasy with
breathtaking
paranormal romance.
USA Today and New
York Times bestseller
C. L. Wilson’s
magnificent story
continues—as the Fey
King Rain must risk
everything for his
truemate Ellysetta,
even as he struggles
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to save his imperiled
kingdom with magic,
sword, and flame…and
by awakening the
astonishing dormant
inner power that his
lady love possesses.
Debt of Bones
Macmillan
Many consider the
Battle of Midway to
have turned the tide
of the Pacific War. It
is without question
one of the most famous
battles in history.
Now, for the first
time since Gordon W.
Prange s bestselling
"Miracle at Midway,"

Jonathan Parshall and
Anthony Tully offer a
new interpretation of
this great naval
engagement. Unlike
previous accounts,
"Shattered Sword" makes
extensive use of
Japanese primary
sources. It also
corrects the many
errors of Mitsuo
Fuchida s "Midway: The
Battle That Doomed
Japan," an uncritical
reliance upon which has
tainted every previous
Western account. It
thus forces a major,
potentially
controversial

reevaluation of the
great battle. The
authors examine the
battle in detail and
effortlessly place it
within the context of
the Imperial Navy s
doctrine and
technology. With a
foreword by leading
WWII naval historian
John Lundstrom,
"Shattered Sword" will
become an indispensable
part of any military
buff s library. Winner
of the 2005 John Lyman
Book Award for the
"Best Book in U.S.
Naval History" and
cited by "Proceedings"
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as one of its "Notable
Naval Books" for 2005."
Fire in My Bones
Macmillan
Richard Rahl has
traveled far from his
roots as a simple
woods guide. Emperor
of the D'Haran Empire,
war wizard, the Seeker
of Truth--none of
these roles mean as
much to him as his
newest: husband to his
beloved Kahlan Amnell,
Mother Confessor of
the Midlands. But
their wedding day is
the key that unlocks a
spell sealed away long
ago in a faraway

country. Now a deadly
power pours forth that
threatens to turn the
world into a lifeless
waste. Separated from
the Sword of Truth and
stripped of their
magic, Richard and
Kahlan must journey
across the Midlands to
discover a dark secret
from the past and a
trap that could tear
them apart forever. For
their fate has become
inextricably entwined
with that of the
Midlands--and there's
no place so dangerous
as a world without
magic...in Terry

Goodkind's spellbinding
Soul of the Fire.

The Sword of Truth,
Boxed Set II, Books
4-6 Tor Books
Seeker of Truth
Richard Rahl and
Mother Confessor
Kahlan Amnell must
confront the
Chimes, a magical
force that they
accidentally
unleashed, before
the Chimes can
destroy them and
ravage all of
D'Hara
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Wizard's First Rule
Penguin
With the world on the
brink of total chaos
and the people on the
verge of savagery,
Richard Rahl
confronts his own
guilt over the
situation and
struggles to deal
with the loss of the
one person he loves.

Severed Souls Forge
Books
An unearthly
adversary descends
on an idyllic
fantasy world,

corrupting magic
against good and
slaughtering
innocents, and only
a single man can
stop him.
Soul of the Fire
Macmillan
This discounted
Richard and Kahlan
ebundle includes: The
Omen Machine, The
Third Kingdom,
Severed Souls,
Warheart “A tour de
force of mesmerizing
story-telling.” —RT
BookReviews The Omen
Machine An accident

leads to the
discovery of a
mysterious machine
that has rested
hidden deep
underground for
millennia. The
machine awakens to
begin issuing a
series of
increasingly alarming
omens, which turn out
to be astonishingly
accurate, and
ominous. As Zedd
tries to figure out
how to destroy the
sinister device, the
machine issues a
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cataclysmic omen
involving Richard and
Kahlan, foretelling
an impending event
beyond anyone's
ability to stop. The
Third Kingdom
Infected with the
essence of death
itself, robbed of his
power as a war
wizard, Richard must
uncover and stop the
growing infernal
conspiracy. His
allies are captives,
and Kahlan, also
touched by death's
power, will die

completely if Richard
fails. Bereft of
magic, Richard has
his sword, his wits,
his capacity for
insight—and an
extraordinary
companion, Samantha,
a healer just coming
into her powers.
Severed Souls From
the far reaches of
the D'Haran Empire,
Bishop Hannis Arc and
the ancient Emperor
Sulachan lead a vast
horde of Shun-Tuk and
other depraved "half-
people" into the

Empire's heart,
raising an army of
the dead in order to
threaten the world of
the living. Rahl and
Kahlan Amnell must
defend themselves and
their followers from
a series of
terrifying threats,
despite a magical
sickness that
depletes their
strength and which,
if not cured, will
take their lives...
Warheart All is lost.
Evil will soon
consume the D'Haran
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Empire. Richard Rahl
lies on his funeral
bier. It is the end
of everything. Except
what isn't lost is
Kahlan Amnell.
Following an inner
prompting beyond all
reason, the last
Confessor will wager
everything on a final
desperate gambit, and
in so doing, she will
change the world
forever. Other Tor
Books by Terry
Goodkind The Sword of
Truth Wizard’s First
Rule Stone of Tears

Blood of the Fold
Temple of the Winds
Soul of the Fire
Faith of the Fallen
The Pillars of
Creation Naked Empire
Debt of Bones
Chainfire Phantom
Confessor At the
Publisher's request,
this title is being
sold without Digital
Rights Management
Software (DRM)
applied.
Soul of the Sword
Macmillan
In the time before the
Confessors, when the
world is a dark and

dangerous place, where
treason and treachery
are the rule of the
day, comes one heroic
woman--Magda
Searus--who has just
lost her husband and
her way in life.

The Book of Skulls
Macmillan
The Book of Five
Rings is a text on
kenjutsu and the
martial arts in
general, written by
the Japanese
swordsman Miyamoto
Musashi around
1643.Written over
three centuries ago
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by a Samurai warrior,
the book has been
hailed as a limitless
source of
psychological insight
for businessmen-or
anyone who relies on
strategy and tactics
for outwitting the
competition.
A Sword of Truth Set:
The Chainfire Trilogy
Potomac Books, Inc.
This Mass Market
Boxed Set, is the
Second Boxed Set of
The Sword of Truth
series by Terry
Goodkind: The Box Set

includes: Temple of
the Winds,
0-812-55148-6 Soul of
the Fire,
0-812-55149-4 Faith
of the Fallen,
0-812-57639-X Book 4:
Temple of the Winds
On the red moon will
come the firestorm...
Wielding the Sword of
Truth, Richard Rahl
has battled death
itself and come to
the defense of the
D'Haran people. But
now the power-mad
Emperor Jagang
confronts Richard

with a swift and
inexorable foe: a
mystical plague
cutting a deadly
swath across the land
and slaying thousands
of innocent victims.
To quench the
inferno, he must seek
remedy in the wind...
To fight it Richard
and his beloved
Kahlan Amnell will
risk everything to
uncover the source of
the terrible plague-
the magic sealed away
for three millennia
in the Temple of the
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Winds. Lightning will
find him on that
path... But when
prophecy throws the
shadow of betrayal
across their mission
and threatens to
destroy them, Richard
must accept the Truth
and find a way to pay
the price the winds
demand...or he and
his world will
perish. Book 5: Soul
of the Fire Sequel to
the New York Times
bestselling Temple of
the Winds Richard
Rahl has traveled far

from his roots as a
simple woods guide.
Emperor of the
D'Haran Empire, war
wizard, the Seeker of
Truth--none of these
roles mean as much to
him as his newest:
husband to his
beloved Kahlan
Amnell, Mother
Confessor of the
Midlands. But their
wedding day is the
key that unlocks a
spell sealed away
long ago in a faraway
country. Now a deadly
power pours forth

that threatens to
turn the world into a
lifeless waste.
dSeparated from the
Sword of Truth and
stripped of their
magic, Richard and
Kahlan must journey
across the Midlands
to discover a dark
secret from the past
and a trap that could
tear them apart
forever. For their
fate has become
inextricably entwined
with that of the
Midlands--and there's
no place so dangerous
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as a world without
magic... Book 6:
Faith of the Fallen
Sequel to the New
York Times
bestselling Soul of
the Fire Terry
Goodkind author of
the enormously
popular Sword of
Truth novels, has
forged perhaps his
best novel yet,
pitting Richard Rahl
and Kahlan Amnell
against threats to
the freedom of the
world that will take
them to opposite ends

of the world to
defeat the forces of
chaos and anarchy.
Emperor Jagang is
rising once again in
the Old World and
Richard must face
him, on his own turf.
Richard heads into
the Old World with
Cara, the Mord-Sith,
while his beloved
Kahlan remains
behind. Unwilling to
heed an ancient
prophecy, Kahlan
raises an army and
goes into battle
against forces

threatening armed
insurrection in the
Midlands. Separated
and fighting for
their lives, Richard
and Kahlan will be
tested to the utmost.
Shattered Sword Soul
of the Fire
From acclaimed author
Mindee Arnett comes
the thrilling
conclusion of the
stunningly epic,
action-packed fantasy
adventure that’s been
called “a page-turning
blend of monsters,
magic, and romance” by
Susan Dennard, the New
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York Times bestselling
author of Truthwitch.
They call her the
Wilder Queen. It’s a
title given to Kate
Brighton for her role
in the war between the
wilder rebellion and
the Rimish empire. It’s
a title that was hard
earned: Kate may have
saved her people, but
many were lost in the
conflict, immortalized
in the tattoos of fire
that grace her arms.
And it’s a title that
Kate never wanted. The
rebellion may have made
a home for themselves
in a country that wants

to cast them out, but
the peace will never be
safe while Edwin, the
illegitimate king of
Rime, sits upon its
throne. And for that,
the Wilder Queen must
keep hers. Now war is
brewing once again.
Kate and her allies
receive word of a
threat to their
ambassador in the
Rimish capital;
meanwhile, across the
channel in Seva, an
army is being assembled
to conquer Rime—and a
prisoner slave named
Clash may hold the key
to ending the conflict

once and for all. As
enemies close in on
Kate and Clash from all
sides, they must choose
where their loyalties
lie—with their people,
with their loved ones,
or with themselves. The
epic story that began
with Onyx & Ivory comes
to a stunning
conclusion as acclaimed
author Mindee Arnett
throws readers into a
beautiful, terrifying
world poised on a
razor’s edge in its
struggle for survival.

Chainfire Tor Books
Now in paperback,
this first novel of
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an epic fantasy
trilogy reintroduces
readers to the
beloved and
bestselling world of
Deverry, blending
magic, politics, and
adventure in an
unforgettable
setting. The bards
are the people's
voice--and their
sword. All over the
kingdom of Deverry,
the common people are
demanding reform of
the corrupt law
courts. In Aberwyn,
the situation catches

fire when Gwerbret
Ladoic, second in
authority only to the
High King, allows a
bard to starve to
death rather than
hear their
grievances.
Guildwoman Alyssa, a
student at the local
scholars' collegium,
and Lady Dovina, the
gwerbret's own
daughter, know that
evidence exists to
overthrow the so-
called traditional
legal system, if they
can only get it into

the right hands. The
powerful lords will
kill anyone who
threatens their
privileges. To
retrieve the proof,
Alyssa must make a
dangerous journey
that will either
change her life
forever--or end it.

Poison Study
RosettaBooks
The glittering
tradition of sword-
and-sorcery sweeps
into the sands of
ancient Arabia with
the heart-stopping
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speed of a whirling
dervish in this
thrilling debut
novel from new
talent Howard
Andrew Jones In 8th
century Baghdad, a
stranger pleads
with the vizier to
safeguard the
bejeweled tablet he
carries, but he is
murdered before he
can explain.
Charged with
solving the puzzle,
the scholar Dabir
soon realizes that

the tablet may
unlock secrets
hidden within the
lost city of Ubar,
the Atlantis of the
sands. When the
tablet is stolen
from his care,
Dabir and Captain
Asim are sent after
it, and into a life
and death chase
through the ancient
Middle East.
Stopping the
thieves—a cunning
Greek spy and a
fire wizard of the

Magi—requires a
desperate journey
into the desert,
but first Dabir and
Asim must find the
lost ruins of Ubar
and contend with a
mythic, sorcerous
being that has
traded wisdom for
the souls of men
since the dawn of
time. But against
all these hazards
there is one more
that may be too
great even for
Dabir to
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overcome... Advance
Praise for THE
DESERT OF SOULS:
"The Desert of
Souls is filled
with adventure,
magic, compelling
characters and
twists that are
twisty. This is
seriously cool
stuff." -- Steven
Brust, New York
Times bestselling
author of the Vlad
Taltos series "A
grand and wonderful
adventure filled

with exotic magic
and colorful places
— like a cross
between Sinbad and
Indiana Jones." --
Kevin J. Anderson,
New York Times
bestselling author
of The Map of All
Things "Like the
genie of the lamp,
Howard Jones has
granted this
reader's wish for a
fresh, exciting
take on the
venerable genre of
sword-and-sorcery!"

-- Richard A. Knaak,
New York Times and
USA Today
bestselling author
of Legends of the
Dragonrealm "Howard
Andrew Jones spins
an exciting and
suspenseful tale in
his historical
fantasy debut. A
rich, detailed
tapestry -- part
Arthur Conan Doyle,
part Robert E.
Howard, and part
Omar Khayyam, woven
in the magical
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thread of One
Thousand And One
Nights." -- E.E.
Knight, Author of
the bestselling
Vampire Earth "An
entertaining and
enjoyable journey
into a world of
djinns and magic
far darker than
expected, yet one
that ends with
hope, both for the
characters... and
that there will be
yet another book."
-- L. E. Modesitt,

Jr, author of the
Recluse Saga, the
Imager Portfolio,
and the Corean
Chronicles "A
modern iteration of
old school
storytelling.
Highly recommended
to anyone in search
of a fun run
through strange
lands and times."
-- Glen Cook,
author of The Black
Company Series
"Howard Jones
wields magic like a

subtle blade and
action like a
mighty cleaver in
his scimitars and
sorcery tale,
weaving together
Arabian myth,
history, and some
honest-to-gosh
surprises to create
a unique story that
you'll not soon
forget." -- Monte
Cook, author of The
Dungeon Masters
Guide, 3rd Edition
"A rousing tale of
swords against
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sorcery. Howard
Jones writes with
wit and flair. His
world is involving,
authentic and
skilfully evoked.
The best fantasy
novel I have read
all year." --
William King,
Author of the Space
Wolf trilogy and
creator of Gotrek
and Felix "A
whirlwind tale of
deserts, djinn and
doors to other
worlds, told in a

voice perfectly
pitched for the
style and setting."
-- Nathan Long,
author of Bloodborn
and Shamanslayer
"An Arabian Nights
adventure as
written by Robert E
Howard. It is
exciting,
inventive, and most
of all fun." --
Dave Drake, author
of The Legion of
Fire
Harper Collins
How far will four

friends go for
immortality? This
novel is Hugo and
Nebula
Award–winning
author “Robert
Silverberg at his
very best” (George
R. R. Martin).
After Eli, a
scholarly college
student, finds and
translates an
ancient manuscript
called The Book of
Skulls, he and his
friends embark on a
cross-country trip
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to Arizona in search
of a legendary
monastery where
they hope to find
the secret of
immortality. On the
journey with Eli,
there’s Timothy, an
upper-class WASP
with a trust fund
and a solid sense
of entitlement;
Ned, a cynical poet
and alienated gay
man; and Oliver, a
Kansas farm boy who
escaped his rural
origins and now

wants to escape
death. If they can
find the House of
Skulls where
immortal monks
allegedly reside,
they’ll undergo a
rigorous
initiation. But do
those eight
grinning skulls
mean the joke will
be on them? For a
sacrifice will be
required. Two must
die so that two may
live forever . . .
Stretching the

boundary between
science fiction and
horror, Robert
Silverberg
masterfully probes
deeper existential
questions of
morality,
brotherhood, and
self-determined
destiny in what
Harlan Ellison
refers to as “one
of my favorite
nightmare novels.”
This ebook features
an illustrated
biography of Robert
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Silverberg including
rare images from
the author’s
personal
collection.
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